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Statistical Analysis, Data Visualization, Econometrics, Time-Series

Profile
I currently work as a Quantitative Risk Analyst modeling and analysing financial data using R and SQL Server and I work in Python on
my free time. I hold a Ph.D specialized in econometrics with graduate education in mathematics, during which I developed estima-
tors for high-frequency financial data sets using R andMatlab. Before that, as an economist, I have workedwithmacroeconomic time
series using Matlab, and previously, with different national-level panel data sets of a few waves on education economics and health
economics problems using Stata. I have many years of experience in teaching, and I have deeply enjoyed presenting and explaining
models, discussing, and finding new ways to communicate and explain ideas in a simple manner. I also take pleasure from interdis-
ciplinary and challenging work environments with creative people. I am highly-analytical, detail-oriented, curious, and a problem
solver, and I would love to keep on developing in data science. I am planning on certificating in AWS, and in the long-term future,
expanding my skills to TensorFlow and Apache Spark.

Education
Ph.D. in Economics Denmark
CREATES, AARHUS UNIVERSITET 2018

I conducted research on estimating spot and integrated variance, covariances and betas of continuous-time Itô semi-martingales,
bothwith parametric and non-parametricmethods. CREATES is ranked by IDEAS RePEc in the top 4worldwide institutions in the field
of Time-Series Econometrics, and in the top 10% in the field of Finance and in the field of Econometrics.

M.Sc. in Economics Denmark
CREATES, AARHUS UNIVERSITET 2015

Relevant Coursework: Measure Theory, Real Analysis and Probability, Probability Theory, Markov Chains, Mathematical Analysis, Ad-
vanced Financial Econometrics, High-Frequency Econometrics, and Modeling and Forecasting Volatility. Aarhus Universitet is ranked
by IDEAS RePEc and by Tilburg in the top 50 worldwide institutions for Economics, and it is ranked 21st in Europe by Tilburg.

M.A. (c) in Economics Uruguay
UNIVERSIDAD DE MONTEVIDEO 2013

Relevant Coursework: Advanced Microeconomics, Macroeconomics, and Econometrics. I completed all the coursework and I left my
thesis pending to start my Ph.D. in Denmark. Instructors of the master’s programme hold Ph.D. degrees from the top 10%worldwide
institutions: M.I.T, N.Y.U, Columbia University, Harvard University, Boston University, University of Chicago, among others.

B.A. in Economics Uruguay
UNIVERSIDAD DE LA REPÚBLICA 2011

I ranked in the top 5% of my class and I wrote my thesis on a Markov regime switching GARCHmodel for FX data. For a conversion to
United States of America G.P.A system, see www.wes.org, which places me as an A student (4.00/4.00).

Work Experience
Quantitative Risk Analyst Sweden
NASDAQ, RISK MODELING Apr.2019 - Present

I have implemented dimension reduction techniques, clustering algorithms, and option pricing models, using data sets of millions
of rows. Tasks include fetching data from the SQL Server, assembling data sets, inspection, analysis, modeling, documenting, elab-
orating automatic reporting, data visualization and presentations. I have worked with fixed income products and their derivatives,
options on equities and indexes, and conducting analysis on collateral and investments valuation for stress purposes.

Graduate Researcher Denmark
CREATES, AARHUS UNIVERSITET Sep.2013 - Aug.2018

I conducted Monte Carlo simulations of discrete and continuous-time processes | I developed mathematical results which connect
these processes | I performed parametric (GARCH-type) and non-parametric (Kernel and Fourier) univariate and multivariate estima-
tion and testing of high-frequency (intra-daily and daily) volatilities and betas | I worked with the TAQ database for intra-daily stock
prices of the NYSE | I was part of interdisciplinary teams and I lived in France and Italy while working with other researchers.
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Teaching Instructor Denmark
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, AARHUS UNIVERSITET Sep.2015 - Aug.2016

I planned, prepared and presented tutorials every week for 2 to 3 groups of 20 students each, and led group discussions in economet-
rics using Stata | Contents include: multiple linear regressions and addressing departures fromusual assumptions; binary dependent,
multinomial and ordered response variable models; censored data, truncated samples and selection models; duration models; esti-
mation and forecasting of stationary and non-stationary series; unit root tests; ECM and VARmodels; panel data models.

Graduate Research Assistant Uruguay
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSIDAD DE MONTEVIDEO Aug.2011 - Jul.2013

I prepared a macroeconomics panel data of countries and conducted analysis | I recruited subjects for an experiment and I was in
charge of the lab with 30 participants per day | I collected and processed data from the experiments and conducted a preliminary
panel data analysis | I was awarded this research assistantship and a full scholarship to the master’s programme of the university.

Teaching Assistant Uruguay
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSIDAD DE LA REPÚBLICA Mar.2010-Dec.2011

I planned, prepared and presented tutorials in macroeconomics every week for 60 students each and I graded exams | Contents
include: determination of output, employment, wages, interest rates, and inflation; monetary and fiscal policies; ”new-Keynesian”
model; stabilizing business cycles policies: international capital movements; balance of payments, nominal and real exchange rates.
In the previous years, I gave tutorials in introductory microeconomics for undergraduates.

Research Assistant Uruguay
INSTITUTE OF ECONOMICS (IECON), UNIVERSIDAD DE LA REPÚBLICA Jun.2008 - Jul.2011

I wrote periodical macroeconomic reports | I collected and assembled macroeconomic data sets | I conducted estimation and fore-
casting analysis with multiple macroeconomic time-series using VAR, ECM, and panel data techniques | I was awarded two research
grants (National Agency for Research and Innovation & Research Council) to conduct policy impact analysis of the One Laptop Per
Child Program using a national panel data.

Junior Consultant Uruguay
DELOITTE, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS TEAM Mar.2008 - Jun.2008

I worked as a junior analyst in the Economic Analysis Team updating international finance data sets and contributed to writing peri-
odical analysis and reports.

Analyst & Consultant Uruguay
CENTER FOR ECONOMIC RESEARCH (CINVE) Mar.2007 - Dec.2007

I collected and analyzed health care economic national data sets to valuate the resources and needs of most health care providers in
Uruguay. I wrote reports, andmet with managers and technical staff of the health care providers for assessing in the implementation
of a national reform of the health system.

Research Articles
Using a GARCH(1,1) for High-Frequency Volatility
I analyze an estimator of the integrated variance built on summed high-frequency conditional variances of a GARCH(1,1) over a fixed
time interval, relative to the popular non-parametric realized variance estimator. The main advantage of the GARCH parametric ap-
proach lies on the possibility of improving foreacasts. Working Paper.

A cDCC-GARCH Filter for Spot Correlations
With Francesco Violante. We suggest a discrete-time filter to draw inference on the parameters of a consistent dynamic conditional
correlation diffusion. Inference on such parameters is crucial to option pricing and doing it with a discrete-time model circumvents
the many complexities and shortcomings of direct inference on continuous-time processes. Working Paper.

Betas in a Multi-Factor Model in Presence of Noise and Asyncrhonicity
With Sebastién Laurent and Orimar Sauri. We develop an estimator for spot and integrated betas of a multi-factor model, based on
the Cholesky decomposition of the covariance. The estimation and asymptotic theory for spot betas solve which is the appropiate
time-window length under which betas are constant and therefore OLS estimation is consistent. Working Paper.

Training Courses
Market Microstructure and Trading Denmark
INSTRUCTOR: RAMAZAN GENCAY, SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY Nov.2015

Order types & opacity | Auctionmechanisms & order book formation | Price impact, depth and resilience | Large orders, order splitting
and transaction cost management | Manipulation, efficiency and arbitrage | Dark pools, crossing markets and liquidation | High-
frequency trading strategies (e.g. quote stuffing, pinging, exchange rebates).
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Non-Parametric Econometrics Denmark
INSTRUCTOR: JEFF RACINE, MCMASTER UNIVERSITY Apr.2014

Kernel density estimators | Constructing error bounds | Curse-of-Dimensionality | Kernel estimation of a conditional PDF, a CDF and a
Quantile | Local Constant and Polynomial Kernel regression | Semi-parametric regression.

Panel Data Denmark
INSTRUCTOR: BADI H. BALTAGI, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY Mar.2014

Estimation, testingand forecastingmethods forREandFEmodels | Endogeneity andpanel instrumental variable estimationmethods |
Hausman type tests | Dynamicpanelmodels | GMMestimation |Over-identification tests | Unbalancedpanels, rotatingpanels, pseudo-
panels, count-panels, spatial panels, attrition | Panel unit root tests and cointegration in panels.

Non-Linear Time-Series Econometrics Denmark
INSTRUCTOR: TIMO TERASVIRTA, AARHUS UNIVERSITY Feb.2014

Parametric nonlinearmodels | Testing linearity | Smooth Transition Regressionmodels | Forecastingwith nonlinear regressionmodels
| Vector Threshold and Smooth Transition Autorregresive models.

Skills & Interests
Language

Spanish (native) | English (bilingual proficiency)

Computer
R - RStudio | Python - PyCharm | Matlab • SQL Server • GitHub | Bitbucket • Lyx | LATEX| Rmarkdown | Jupyter Notebooks • Atlassian
Interested in expanding to: AWS, TensorFlow, and Apache Spark.

Some Tools
tidyverse | tidyquant | Shiny • RODBC | RMySQL • ggplot2 | Plotly • kintr | RMarkdown | xaringan • lubridate | TimeDate • tseries | xts | zoo
RQuantLib | quantmod | highfrequency | yuima | sde • rugarch | mgarch | forecast

NumPy | Pandas | SciPy | Matplotlib | Plotly | Jupyter Notebooks

Interests

Photography | Travelling | Guitar | Tango | R-Ladies | PyLadies | DataCamp | Behavioral Economics
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